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Accuracies obtainable in measuring resistance (co nductance) at radio frequencies have 
lagged behind those obtainable in measuring reactance (s usceptancc), bccause frequency
d ependent changes in the values of r esistors ar c not as well known as are such changes in 
capacitors, and because no satisfactory method has existed for comparing resistors to capaci
tors at radio frequencies. An instrum ent based 011 the twin T null circuit can be made 
self-calibrating at a given frequency, allowing conductances in the proper range to be meas
ured directly in terms of a change in capacitance, without any need for acc urate knowledge 
of t he values of the circuit elements. Analysis of a practical circuit shows t hat such an 
instrum ent is potentially capable of measuring conductance to within a few parts in 106 at 
frequencies below abo ut 15 MHz, and t hat accuracies actually obtained will be limi ted 
only by the accuracy to which changes in effective capacitance are known. Conductances 
between 0.01 and 0.0001 mho were measured at 107 radians/sec with an estimated erro l' of 
0.05 percent, which is the errol' associated with the measurement of changes in effective 
capacitance at that freq uency. 

1. Introduction 

It has long been known that capacitors are uperior to either inductors or resis tors for use 
as impedance standards at high frequencies, because changes in their effective values with 
increasing frequency can be more accurately and more easily evaluated than can such changes 
in either resis tors or inductors. For this reason, the High Frequency Impedance Group in 
the Electronic Calibration Center at NBS-Boulder, has decided to refer all its measurements of 
impedance at high frequencies to s tandards of capacitance (1).1 While either null or resonance 
techniques can be used to compare capacitors and inductors to derived standards of capacitance, 
no satisfactory technique has existed for comparing resistors to capacitors at radio frequencies. 
The existing null techniques for measuring resistance require prior knowledge of the effective 
values of at least one resistor at the frequency at which the measurement is to be made. The 
resonance techniques, while theoretically capable of measuring resistance directly in terms of 
a change in capacitance, are at present capable of high accuracy only when measuring very 
high or very low values of resistance. Because of the lack of a satisfactory measurement 
technique, the accuracies obtainable in resis tance measurements have lagged behind those 
obtainable in the measurement of reactance. 

An investigation of the twin T null circuit has shown that it is possible to construct an 
instrument capable of measuring resistance directly in terms of a change of capacitance, without 
prior knowledge of the values of any of the circuit elements. 

This paper describes an instrument which was constructed for this purpose, and presents 
results which indicate that resistances, in the proper range, can be measured to an accuracy 

i' which is limi ted only by the accuracy to which the change in capacitance is known. 

2. Circuit Equations 

2.1. Ideal Case (No Residua l Impedances) 

The circuit to be considered (fig. 1) is adapted from one which was described by Tuttle 
[2], and applied to a commercial instrument by Sinclair [3], in 1940. The circuit is essentially 
the one which Woods [4] used in his VHF Dual Admittance Bridge in 1950. Tuttle has shown 

' Radio Standards Engineering Divi sion, NBS Boulder Laboratories. Boulder, Colo. 
t Figures in brackets indicate tho literature references at the end of this paper. 
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FIG U RE 1. Twin T cil'cuit using pUTe com
ponents, 

that the condition for zero transmission through the twin T (null condition) is given by 

ZI+Z3+ Zf3+Z4+ZS+ ZZ~6= O. (1) 

In the present case, Z I=-1-, Z3=-J-, etc. , and the real and iimaginary parts of (1) give the 
.7WC l .7 WC3 

two null equations: 

(2) 

and 

(3) 

As in the Woods Bridge, a measurement can be made by connecting an unknown admit
tance Yx= Gx+jwOx, either to terminal-pair A, or to terminal-pair B. vVhen Y x is connected 
to terminal-pair A, O2 must be replaced by 0;+ Ox, G2 by G;+ Gx, and 05 by O~, in the null 
equations. Similar changes (indicated by double primes) must be made wh en Y x is connected 
to terminal-pair B. Subtracting t he initial null equations from the final ones yields the four 
expressions 

where 
t.0;=0~/-02 
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nnd subscrip ts A and B denote the terminal-pair to which Y x is connected. 
If P is defined as 

P - R 0 103 
= 6-0:' 

then 
GXA = w2pIJ. 0 5 (8) 

and 
- 1 , 

GxB=p IJ. 0 2 • (9) 

If a conductance is measured first on terminal-pair A, then on terminal-pair B, 

and 

If P is ad justable so that it can be made eqtlal to ~, 

1 -1 IJ. O; 
-=---, 
w 2 w2 IJ. 0 5 

and 

If P is adju sted to make the snme change in capacitance nece sary to null the instrument when 

Gx is measured on terminal-pair A , as when it is measured on terminal-pair B , then P= ~' and 
w 

(10) 

(11) 

While P has not been elin1inated from the calculation of Gx, it is possible to evaluate it with 
great accuracy, allowing conductance to be measured with accuracies limited only by the 
accuracy to which a change in capacitance is lmown. 

It should b e mentioned that a conductance may be measured in terms of a change in 
capacitance without making P equal to l /w. If GXA = GxB = Gx, multiplying eq (8) by eq (9) 
yields the expression 

and P is eliminated from the calculation of Gx • Because the number of m easurements needed 
to determine Gx is doubled, and because accuracy decreases as the valu e of P departs from 
l /w, this method is less efl'ective than the other, especially when more than a few measurements 
are to be made at a given frequen cy. 

2.2 . Realistic Circuit (Including Residual Impedances) 

In general , residual in1pedances cause the effective values of the circuit elements to change 
with frequency and cause losses in the fixed capacitors, variable losses in the variable capaci
tors, and some reactance to be associated with the fixed resistors. 
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FIGURE 2. Twin T circuit using impure com
ponents . 

The circuit of figure 2 is a more realistic representation of the actual circuit. In the 
figure , the value of each circuit element is taken as its effective value at the frequency at which 
the instrument is used. If R2 is lumped with G2 for the present, and Rs with Gs, the null 
equ ations for the circuit of figure 2 are 

and 

G1G3(04+ 0 5+06)+(01 G3+03G1{ G{+ G5+ ~J-w201 03(04+05+06) 

+ ~: ( 01-)L+02+03)+(~:+06G4) (G1+G2+G3)-W20406 ( 01-)L+02+03)=0' (13) 

In the appendix, these equations are reduced to give the four expressions 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

and 
(17) 

For the instrument whose construction is described later, these equations are accurate to 
within a few parts in 106• If the instrument is to be self-calibrating for conductance 
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measurements, eq (14) and (15) must be reduced to the form 

and 

In order to accomplish this, define 

J{ == RI n + R3C3- R4C4 + R6C6• 

Equations (16) and (17) then become 

and 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

When measuring a nearly pure conductance, sufficient accuracy is obtained for CXr1 if the term 
w2R2(G2+ C~)(R4C4-R6C6) is neglected. Then (19) becom es 

(21) 

If a nearly pure conductance is measured on terminal-pair A , then on terminal-pair B, using 
the same capacitor operated over an identical range for both measurements, then 

and 

Since GXA = CXE, 

-~C2-[J{+R(C+C/)lGx=-~C~+[J{-R(C+C/)lGx 

from which is obtained 

(22) 

which can be evaluated. 
Now, RICI, R3Ca, and R4C4 are likely to be at least an order of magnitude smaller than 

R6C6• When this is true, J{ """ R6C6, 

and 

Equations (14) and (15) can now be rewritten 

GX•4 ",,"W2P~C5-W2J{[J{ + R5(C5+ C~)lGxA - ~G2 

and 

If the terms w2J{[J{+R5(C5+ C~)], w2KR2(C2+C~), and w2(RICl +RaCa)[J{-R2(C2+C~)1 are in
significant compared to unity, the expressions for the conductance reduce to the desired form. 

If ~G2= ~G5, or if both are insignificant compared to Gx, P can be determined as it was in 
the ideal case. It is possible to insure that ~C2=~C5, and that ~G2=~G5 in the two measure-
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ments, by using the same variable capacitors operated over an identical range to measure Gx 

and Ox in both cases. This requires both Gx and the capacitors which measure Gx and Ox to 
be switched from terminal to terminal. 

It is possible to adjust P to within the limits of stability and resettability of the capacitor 
used to measure Gx • In a good two-terminal air capacitor equipped with a precision coaxial 
connector, the error is no more than a few parts in 105 of the maximum capacitance. Since 
changes in effective capacitance are not known to better than several parts in 104 at present, 
adjusting P in this way allows one to measure conductance to the same accuracy as that to 
which a change in effective capacitance is known. 

With the constants of the instrument known, it is only necessary to evaluate the residual 
impedances associated with the external variable capacitors, perhaps by the method of Field 
and Sinclair [5], in order to make quite good measurements of either conductance or reactance. 

3 . Construction of the Instrument 

In converting the twin T circuit to a working instrument, several facts must be considered. 
Since it is necessary to move the standard capacitors from one pair of terminals to the other 
when evaluating the constants of the instrument, the standard capacitors cannot be made an 
integral part of the instrument. If the capacitors are not to be built in, more than one pair 
of terminals must be provided to allow paralleling the unknown admittance and the capacitor 
which measures Ox' Multiple terminals are also desirable because they simplify calibration 
of the variable capacitors used with the instrument. If multiple terminals are to be used , it 
is desirable for each pair to connect to a common point, the "bridge corner," and for the 
conductors to be mutually perpendicular in order to reduce mutual impedances as much as 
possible. The fact that it is possible to connect external variable capacitors of different ranges 
for O2 and 05 requires changing the values of Land G2 necessary to provide initial balance. 
Since multiple terminals are already necessary, it is just as well to provide for the attachment 
of external standards for Land Gz. As a result, the actual instrument becomes very simple. 
It is only necessary to provide for mounting the four fixed elements, the series elements of the 
T, in a base to which are attached the two sets of multiple terminals. 

As actually constructed, the instrument takes the form shown in figures 3, 5, and 6. The 
four series elements are mounted in holes bored parallel to the four sides of a 2 in. by 6 in. brass 
block. The holes are extended through the edges of the block to provide access to the com
ponents from one end, and to form the outer conductor of a short section of 3/4 in. coaxial line 
on the other. Holes bored through diagonally opposite corners from face to face provide the 
outer conductors for two more short sections of line. When center conductors are added, six 
short sections of coaxial line, whose center conductors meet in a point, are formed at two 
diagonally opposite corners of the block. Two of these line sections connect to the series 
components, and the other four are equipped with NBS-Woods [6] precision coaxial connectors 
to provide the bridge terminals. The junction point of the six line sections forms the "bridge 
corner." 

Capacitors 0 1 and 0 3 are coaxial capacitors with nominal values of 10 pF. 0, is a parallel 
plate capacitor whose nominal value is 1 pF. R6 is a commercial metal film resistor whose 
value is selected to give the proper value of P at the frequency at which the instrument is to be 
used. 

Since it is necessary to adjust P, one or more of the series elements must be adjustable. 
0 4 is provided with two adjustments. Each plate has one half its surface cut about ~~2 in. 
lower than the other half, so that rotating one plate with respect to the other causes a change 
of about 10 percent in its capacitance. Final adjustment of P is accomplished by means of a 
trimming screw which extends into the space between the two plates. Gross changes in P can 
be accomplished by replacing the resistor R6 with another of different value. 
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showing construction of the instrument . 
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FIG U RE 4. Equivalent circuit used in calculating 
the ej)'ect of terminal impedances on measured Yx • 

FIGUlm 6. The basic instrument with standa1'ds 
altached /01' measuring a 200-ohm resistor. 

4. Experimental Results 

P was ftdjusted to equal l , at w= 107 radians/sec, by measuring a 1000 \1 resistor USlDg a 
w 

10 to 110 pF yal'iable standard capacitor . This resistor , as were those used la ter, is a high 
q uality comm erciftl metal-film resistor mounted in a shielding can which is equipped wi th a 
N"BS-Woods Precision Coaxial Conn ector . The three standard capacitors used ftre equipped 
with similar connectors. 
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When P had been adjusted to the point that the capacitance change on one terminal was 
within a few parts in 105 of that on the other, over an identical capacitance range, P was con
sidered to be adjusted to within a few parts in 105. The adjustment was checked by measuring 
a 2000 Q resistor using the same capacitor, a 20,000 Q resistor using a 7 to 17 pF capacitor , 
and 100, 200, and 500 Q resistors using a 100 to 1100 pF capacitor. The results are summarized 
in table 1. Since the error in resetting the capacitors is a few parts in 105 of their maximum 
capacitance, the adjustment of P is probably correct to within a few parts in 105• 

With the values obtained for !:l 05, or !:l02', in checking the adjustment of P, and knowing 
that P is 10- 7 ± a few parts in 105, it is possible to calculate the effective conductance of each 
of the resistors at 107 radians/sec. The results of the calculations appear in table 2. The 
measurements of Ox obtained in checking the adjustment of P may be used to calculate a 
value for K. The results of the calculat ions appear in table 3. 

T A BLE 1. Verification of the adjustment of P TABLE 2. Comparison of measured resistance to d-c 
resistance 

Hcsistors Terminal Capacitor % Diff. 

measured used used t;C = ('~C'_l) 100 
t;C, 

% dit!. 

t;C G=wt;C R/=.!, R d, = (~-1) 100 G Rd, 
[J pI.? pI.? - ----
100 A 100- 1100 999.40 +0.003 
100 B 100-1100 999.37 

pI.? Mho 
1000.44 1. 00044 X 10- ' 99.956 99.97l -0.015 

200 A 100- 1100 499.00 +.012 
200 B 100-1100 498.94 

499.71 4. 997l X JO-' 200. 12 200. 15.> -.018 
199.84 1. 9984 X JO-' 500.40 500.428 -. 006 
JOO.031 1. 00031 X 10-' 999.69 999.853 -.016 

500 A 100- 1100 192.92 .000 
500 B 100- 1100 192. 92 

50.029 5. 0029 X JO-' 1998.8 1999.52 -.036 
5.0180 5.0180 X JO-' 19928 19998. 4 -. 353 

1000 A 10- 110 100.050 -.001 
1000 B 1O- ll0 100.051 T ABLE 3. Calculation oj J( f rom measured capacitance 
2000 A 10- 110 50.206 - . 004 
2000 B 10- 110 50.208 

20,000 A 7-17 4.9994 +.006 
20,000 B 7- 17 4.9991 

G, .6.C's t;C, K =t;C',-t:.c, 
2G, 

20,000 A 7- 17 4.9976 -.030 --

killo pF pI.? 
Percentage error in Pis Y,X(% dilT.). 0.01 3.503 -5.942 4. 72 X 10-10 

. 005 -0.125 -4.821 4. 70 X 10-10 

.002 -2.440 -4.308 4.67 X 10-10 

.001 -2. 3145 -3.2559 4.71 X 10- 10 

.0005 -2.4132 -2. 88~6 4.69 X 10- 10 

The admittance measured by the instrument is the effective admittance at the "bridge 
corners." In order to calculate Y x accurately, it is necessary to know the effect of the residual 
impedances between the terminal and the "bridge corner." The equivalen t circuit of figure 
4 is a reasonable representation of the residual impedances associated with the terminal. 

When the instrument is nulled initially with the terminal open, the effective admittance at 
the "bridge corner" is given by 

Y =Gt(1+RtGt)+w2RtO~+jw[Ot-LtG~_W2LtO~]. 
e (1 + RtGt-w2L tCt)2+w2(RtCt+LtGt)2 

For the purpose of estimating the magnitudes of the residual impedances, the terminal can be 
considered to be 1% in. of 50Q, % in., brass air line. Since the series resistance and inductance 
in similar sections of line have been determined to be 0.8 milliohm/in. and 4.4 X 10-9 H /in. at 
107 radians/sec, R t is about 1.1 milliohms, and L t about 6.2 X 10- 9 H. Ct is about 2.5 pF, and 
Gt is less than 1 Mmho. Using these values for the residual impedances, the equation can be 
reduced to 

Ye "" Gt+ jwCt, at w= 107 radians/sec. 

When an unknown admittance, Yx= Gx+ jwCx, is connected to the terminal, the effective 
admittance at the "bridge corner" is given by 

y, = (G t+ Gx)[1+ R t( Gt+ GX) ]+ W2Rt(Ct+ CX)2+ jW[Ct+ Cx-L t(Gt+ GX)2-w2L t(Ct+ Cxn. 
e [1 + R t( Gt+ Gx) -w2L t( C,+ Cx) ]2 + w2[R,(C,+Cx) + L t(G,+Gx)]2 
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For Gx:::;l0 -~ and Cx<1O-1\ this reduces to 

and 

The errol' in the measured conductance is insignificant, and the measured capacitance is 
in error by the term (-L /J x 2). Before the reactance a sociated with a n early pure conductance 
can be accurately measured, it is necessary to evalu ate this indllctance, as well as the series 
resistance associated with the capacitor used to measure the conductance. It should be 
mentioned that these residual impedances cause no elTor in evaluating the constants of the 
instrument if care is taken to make all the terminals as nearly identical as possible. 

5 . Discussion 

The measurements of P, which are summarized in table 1, indicate that it is possible to 
adjust P to within a few parts in 105 of l /w. The limit on the accuracy of adjustment of Pis 
the limit of stability and resettability of the standard capacitors used in making the adjustment. 

Comparison of resistance measured at 107 radians/sec with that measured at zero fre
quency (table 2) indicates that the instrument is capable of measuring resistance to within a 
few hundredths of a percent. The very close agreement between rf and d-c values must be 
considered fortuitou s at present because changes in capacitance are not known to much better 
than ± O.05 percent. 

The valu es calculated for K (table 3) have a scatter of less than 1 percent of K. This 
indicates that it will be possible to make quite good measurements of the reactance associated 
with a nearly pure conductance. Apparently·, the accuracy of such measurements will be 
limited by the accuracy to which the series resistance associated with the standard capacitors 
and the series inductance associated with the terminal can be determined. 

"While the instrument has been proved only at a frequency of 107 radians/sec, there is no 
apparent reason why the same principle can not be used at much higher, or at much lower, 
frequencies. The main deficiency of the instrument lies in the range of conductance which 
can be measured accurately. At present the range is limited, by the relationship Gx= wtlC, to 
two or three decades of conductance by the range of capacitance changes which is easily ob
tainable. Since the magniLude of the conductance m easurable by a given capacitor depends 
{)n the frequency, the range of conductances measurable by the instrument is frequency de
pendent. The de:ficiency need not be too serious if it proves feasible to use the in strument to 
measure conductances for use as standards when calibrating other instrumen ts capable of 
covering a greater conductance range. 

The instrument has demonstrated its ability to make conductance measuremen ts limited 
in accuracy only by the accuracy to which changes in capacitance are known. This being the 
case, it is possible to immediately realize an order of magnitude increase in the accuracy 
{)f those conductance measurements which are within the range of the instrument. Of greater 
significance is the fad that the instrument demonstrates a principle which makes it possible 
to refer resistance measurements directly to standards of capacitance, thus placing the meaS1.: re
ment of resistance and reactance on a common basis. 

6 . Appendix 

The null equations for the circui t of figure 2 are 

G1G3 ( G4 + G5+ ~J-w2 (C1G3+ C3 Gl)(C4+ C5+ C6)-W2C1C3 ( G4+ G5+ ~J 

+ ~: (G1+ G2+ G3)-W2 ( i :+C6G4) ( Cl- ) L+ C2+ C3 ) -W2C4C6( Gl+ G2 + G3)= 0, (AI ) 
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and 

0 10 3(04+05+06)+(0103+ 0301) (0,+ 0 5+ ~)_W20103(04+05+06) 

A measurement can be made by connecting an unknown admittance, Y x= Ox+jwOx, 
either to terminal-pair A, or to terminal-pair B. When Yx is connected to terminal-pair A, 
O2 must be replaced by O~+Ox, O2 by O~+ Ox, 05 by O~ , and 05 by O~ :in the null equations. 
Similar changes must be made when the unknown admittance is connected to terminal-pair B. 
If 1102=0~-02' 1102= 0; - 0 2, 1105= 0~- 05' and 1105= 0~- 05' and subscripts A and B 
denote the terminal-pair to which the unknown admittance is connected, subtracting the in
itial null equations from the final ones yields the four expressions 

+ ~; (0103+ 03GI)(I1GS+ OX)+(~:_ W2R606) 1102, (A4) 

OXA [1+ R6~406]=[ w2RC~103 R 6g:03] 110s+[ w2R60 6 - g:] (1102+ Ox ) 

- ~: (010)+ 030 1) I1G6-(1+ R6~06) 1102, (A5) 

and 

If 01, 03, and 0 4 are good three-terminal capacitors, their losses will be due entirely to 
series resistance, in which case, 

and 

If O2 and 0 5 are good two-terminal capacitors, changes in their conductance will be due entirely 
to series resistance, and 

I1Gz ~ WzB2(C?-On=w2R2(02+0~) 11 02, 

I1Gs ~ w2B5(05+ 0~)1105' 

In the instrument described, 

01 ~03~ 10 pF 

04~ 1 pF 
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and 

02~ 1000 pF 

05 ~1000 pF 

R6 "", 100012 at 1 07 radians/sec 

R6 "", 10012 at 108 radians/sec. 

The null equations can then be reduced by using the following approximations: 

Using expressions (a), (b), (d), and (f) , eq (A3) is reduced to 

OXA "",- /:::,, 02- R6g:03 /:::,.G5+(R404-R6C6) (/:::,.G2+ GXA )- w2RO~I03 (R ICI+ R3C3)/:::,. 05. 

Since 

and 

which is eq (16). 

/:::,.G2 "", w2R2(02+0~) /:::" 02' 

2R 0103 0 G 
W 6 0 4 /:::,. 5"'" xA, 

Using (a), (c), (e), and (f), eq (A4) is reduced to 

Since 

and 
w2(RIC1+ R303)R5(C5+0~)< < 1, 
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this can be further reduced to 

which is eq (17) . 
Using (a), (c), (e), and (f) , eq (A5) is reduced to 

Since 

and 

this reduces to 

which is eq (14). 

t:"Gs""' w2R5(C5+ C~) t:" C5 

w2(R j Cj + R3C3)Rs(C5+ C~)< < 1, 

Using expressions (a), (b), (d), and (0 , eq (A6 ) is reduced to 

Since 

(A8) 

(A9) 

eq (15). Equations (A7 ), (A8) , (A9 ), and (A10 ) should be accurate to within a few parts 
in 106 at frequencies up to 108 radians/sec for the instrument described. 
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